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Medieval literature contains many figures caught at the interface
between life and death – the dead return to place demands on the liv-
ing, while the living foresee, organize or desire their own deaths. Jane
Gilbert’s original study examines the ways in which certain medieval
literary texts, both English and French, use these ‘living dead’ to
think about existential, ethical and political issues. In doing so, she
shows powerful connections between works otherwise seen as quite
disparate, including Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess and Legend of Good
Women, the Chanson de Roland and the poems of François Villon.

Written for researchers and advanced students of medieval French
and English literature, this book provides original, provocative inter-
pretations of canonical medieval texts in the light of influential
modern theories, especially Lacanian psychoanalysis, presented in an
accessible and lively way.

jane gilbert is Senior Lecturer in French at University College
London.
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When the princess Melisande was born, her mother, the queen, wished to have a
christening party, but the king put his foot down and said he would not have it.

‘I’ve seen too much trouble come of christening parties,’ said he. ‘However
carefully you keep your visiting book, some fairy or other is sure to get left out,
and you know what that leads to . . . I’ll be her godfather, and you shall be her
godmother, and we won’t ask a single fairy; then none of them can be offended.’

‘Unless they all are,’ said the Queen. (Nesbit, ‘Melisande’, pp. 161–2)
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Jim Simpson the most original of contemporaries. Among medievalists
not so far mentioned, some names stand out for the long friendship
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Note on translations

Throughout this book I have provided translations of medieval works. For
modern secondary material in French, I have given English translations
alone where I judge that the original wording is not significant to my
argument. Translations are reproduced or silently adapted from published
translations where available, as referenced; other translations are my own.
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